Alliance 372 AGRIFLEX (IF)
– walks the talk in France
Customers:
Mr. Hervé & Bertrand DUPREZ
Location:
Northern Region - France
Machine used: Renault Atles 936 RZ
Application: Agriculture & Allied
Tires in use: 372 AGRIFLEX
IF 600/70R28 164D (Front)
IF 800/70R38 CFO 184A8 (Rear)

The Duprezs’, Hervé & Bertrand are farmers
in the Northern region of France. They own
and cultivate a 350 hectare farm in which
they have 220 hectares of wheat, 80
hectares of sugar beet and 50 hectares of
rape seed.

In June 2014, they equipped one of their
Renault Atles 936 RZ with Alliance 372
AGRIFLEX the Improved Flexion technology
tyre. The tractor was earlier shod with
Goodyear
rubber.
The sizes
are
IF
800/70R38 184A8 CFO 372 AGRIFLEX (Rear)
& IF
600/70R28 164D 372 AGRIFLEX
(Front). Since then the tyres have completed
more than 800 hours in the tractor. The rear
tyres run on an air pressure of 1.3bar and
the front tyres with 1.2bar.

They have used the AGRIFLEX shod tractor
for all kinds of agricultural works like beet
seeding, fertilizer spreading, rape seeding,
cereal seeding, sugar beet harvest and for
towing trailers during harvest.
This is what they have to say about the
tyre;”These tyres are perfect for all of our
applications, and we saw the benefits of
the low pressure with the IF technology on
the ground, especially when we saw the
sugar beets after the seedling, they have the
same size behind the tires than the others.
Due to the low pressure we are very
satisfied about the traction, selfcleaning during the sugar beet harvest
and the good comfort on the road with the
trailer. The wear is also good, only 4 mm
lost for 800 hours of work even we have
stones on our fields”

The Duprezs’ with their trailer shot with Alliance
380 HD Agri-Transport tyre

High flexing 372 AGRIFLEX increases contact area
significantly and thus reduces ground pressure.
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372 AGRIFLEX is a large volume Improved
Flexion tyre designed for use in High HP
tractors (Like the 250HP Renault of the
Duprezs’) and combine harvesters. The tyres
are rated at ‘D’ speed rating and can be
driven at speeds up to 65kph on road. This
radial tyre is steel belted, which provides
even
ground
pressure
and
superior
resistance to punctures.
Sizes - 372
420/85R28 IF
600/70R28 IF
600/70R30 IF
620/75R30 IF CFO
650/75R30 IF CFO
800/65R32 IF CFO
800/70R32 IF CFO
650/65R34 IF CFO

Alliance AGRIFLEX Improved Flexion tyres
are designed to have minimum possible soil
compaction even when they can carry higher
load, up to 20% more than conventional
radial tyres. They can also carry same load
as conventional tyres with 20% lower air
pressure. This enables the tyre to have a
larger footprint thus minimising ground
pressure and consequently lesser soil
compaction damage.

AGRIFLEX
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